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The #Walkaway movement
started with Brendan Straka,
who proclaimed that his
tribe — the liberal Left — had
become “intolerant, inflexible,
illogical, hateful, miguided,
ill-informed, un-American,
hypocritical, menacing,
callous, ignorant, narrowminded, and, at times, blatantly fascistic.”
Mr. Straka’s beef — and the general tenor of
the pile-on Twitterstorm — was not about
Democratic Party policy, as Scott Adams noted.
It was about the left-of-center movement’s
rhetorical/propagandistic rut. Since the election
of Donald Trump, Democrats had come to rely

But be warned: wishful
thinking and Straka’s litany of
political vices — “groupthink,
hypocrisy, division,
stereotyping, resentment” —
can overtake any movement
pretty quickly.
almost exclusively on the feeding of frenzy by
psychological maniupation, by ginning up fear.
Straka’s appeal to “walk away” became a hit,
especially amongst those “racial, sexual, and
religious minorities in America” that he says the

Democrats have treated as if they owned.
Yet the Washington Post pooh-poohs the trend as
just a social media blip — over-hyped by the very
nature of the medium itself.
Plausible?
David Catron says no. Before the #WalkAway
movement, he writes in The American Spectator,
African-American voters had already walked
away from Hillary Clinton’s candidacy in enough
numbers to allow Trump his victory. And this
bodes badly for the Democratic Party, for, as
Catron quotes YouTube sensation Candace
Owens, “I’ve seen black liberals go conservative,
but never seen a black conservative go liberal.”
It doesn’t take many defections, says Carton: “All
that is needed is about 5 percent more AfricanAmericans to vote Republican and another 5 to
10 percent to simply stay home.”
But be warned: wishful thinking and Straka’s
litany of political vices — “groupthink, hypocrisy,
division, stereotyping, resentment” — can
overtake any movement pretty quickly.
Anti-leftists in general and Republicans in
particular are not immune to mass mania and
suicide-by-panic.
This is Common Sense. I’m Paul Jacob.
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